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ABSTRACT 

 

The allometric relationship between bodyweight (BW) and heart rate (HR) has been described as 

inversely proportional in domestic species, but that has been refuted. The relationship between HR and 

electrocardiographic variables is described in literature. However, studies about the variation and 

influence of factors on the hemodynamic and electrocardiographic parameters in dogs are not abundant. 

As the metabolic rate is defined as the production and dissipation of heat by the body surface area (BSA) 

in m², it is essential to define that relationship. A retrospective study was conducted to analyze the 

correlation between HR, ECG parameters and BW in dogs. One thousand electrocardiographic tracings 

were analyzed in addition to the ECG parameters and clinical data such as gender, age and bodyweight. 

The determination of BSA was performed as follows: BSA (m
2
) = (10.1 x bodyweight 

0.67
) X 10

-4
. When 

the unified groups were analyzed, there was a negative but weak correlation (r= -0.14, P< 0.0001) 

between bodyweight and HR. There were differences between weight groups regarding 

electrocardiographic variables. There is no allometric relationship between BW and HR in dogs. Weight 

was associated with changes in ECG variables. 
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RESUMO 

 

A relação alométrica entre peso corporal (PC) e frequência cardíaca (FC) foi descrita como 

inversamente proporcional em animais domésticos, mas isso tem sido refutado. A relação entre FC e 

variáveis eletrocardiográficas é descrita na literatura. No entanto, estudos sobre a variação e a 

influência de fatores nos parâmetros hemodinâmicos e eletrocardiográficos em cães não são abundantes. 

A taxa metabólica é definida como a produção e dissipação de calor pela área de superfície corporal 

(ASC), de modo que é essencial definir essa relação. Foi realizado um estudo retrospectivo para analisar 

a correlação entre FC, parâmetros eletrocardiográficos (ECG) e peso corporal em cães. Foram 

analisados mil traçados eletrocardiográficos, além dos parâmetros de ECG e dados clínicos, como 

gênero, idade e peso corporal. A determinação da ASC foi realizada da seguinte forma: ASC (m
2
) = 

(10,1x peso corporal
0,67

) x 10
-4

. Quando os grupos unificados foram analisados, houve uma correlação 

negativa, porém fraca (r= -0,14, P<0,0001) entre PC e FC. Houve diferenças entre os grupos de peso em 

relação às variáveis eletrocardiográficas. Não há relação alométrica entre PC e FC em cães. O peso foi 

associado a alterações nas variáveis de ECG. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The allometric relationship between bodyweight 

(BW) and heart rate (HR) has been described for 

years as inversely proportional among species, 

with HR being higher in species such as small 

rodents (500-700 beats per minute) and lower in 

whales (20 beats per minute). Based on that 

principle, the normal range of HR in dogs has 

been described according to BW (Ferasin et al., 

2010) 

 

The relationship between BW and HR in dogs 

(i.e., small breeds have higher HRs; large breeds 

have lower HRs) that has been proposed for 

decades is currently being challenged. That 

relationship may be a reflection of temperament 

and the sympathetic autonomic stimulation of the 

sinus node in small breeds compared with large 

breeds (Lamb et al., 2010). The autonomic 

nervous system is defined as the peripheral 

motor system. It is subdivided into the 

sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 

systems and maintains homeostasis in the body. 

Heart rate is constantly subjected to autonomic 

tone fluctuations determined by the activation of 

adrenergic receptors or sympathetic and 

parasympathetic inhibition (Reis et al., 1998). 

The variation of cardiac depolarization intervals, 

provided by the autonomic influence, can be 

detected by electrocardiogram for the different 

distances between the normal intervals of the R 

wave (RR intervals or NN) (Paschoal et al., 

2006). 

 

In veterinary medicine, although the relationship 

between HR and electrocardiographic QT and 

PR intervals is known and described in the 

literature, studies with the variation and 

influence of several factors on the hemodynamic 

and electrocardiographic parameters in healthy 

dogs are not abundant. That happens due to the 

difficulty in determining the normal 

physiological changes and the effects of drugs 

used in animals (Soloviev et al., 2006). The aim 

of this study was to investigate the relationship 

between HR and BW as well the influence of 

weight on electrocardiographic variables (P 

wave, QRS complex, T wave). 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

We analyzed 1000 stored electrocardiographic 

tracings during 2012 and 2013 from the 

Veterinary Hospital Cardiology Department, 

from the School of Veterinary Medicine and 

Animal Science of São Paulo State University, 

Botucatu/Brazil. This study was approved by the 

Ethics Committee on Animal Use (41/2013-

CEUA). To carry out the study, ECG parameter 

data and clinical data such as gender, age, and 

BW were compiled. The determination of body 

surface area (BSA) was performed as follows: 

BSA (m
2
) = (10.1 x BW

0.67
) x 10

-4
, as described 

by Hill and Scott (2004), with BW measured in 

grams. The inclusion criteria were 

electrocardiograms of dogs from pre-anesthetic 

(e.g., for biopsy procedures) or surgical 

evaluations (e.g., neutering surgeries) that 

revealed sinus rhythm or respiratory sinus 

arrhythmia electrocardiographic variables. The 

exclusion criteria were the presence of any type 

of arrhythmia, conduction disorders, detection of 

premature ventricular contractions.  

 

Pearson and Spearman correlation tests were 

used to test for correlations between HR and BW 

and between HR and BSA for parametric and 

non-parametric data, respectively. The Mann-

Whitney test was used for statistical analysis of 

differences in HR obtained by electrocardiogram 

and HR obtained by logarithmic equation 

between different BW groups (group 1: < 5kg, 

group 2: 5-10kg, group 3: 10-25kg, group 4: 25-

45kg and group 5: > 45kg). The Kruskal-Wallis 

test and post Dunn's test were used for statistical 

analysis of the electrocardiographic parameters. 

For all analyses, P< 0.05 was considered 

significant (PROC MIXED, SAS…, 2011). 

 

RESULTS 

 

The study included 575 females and 425 males 

with a mean age and standard deviation of 

8.53±3.78 years, an average weight and standard 

deviation of 17.07±13.94kg and a mean BSA and 

standard deviation of 0.64±0.35m
2
. The 

predominant rhythm was the sinus (554 animals), 

followed by sinus arrhythmia (302), tachycardia 

(129) and bradycardia (15). The clinical data and 

electrocardiographic parameters of the animals 

are shown in Table 1. The HR obtained by the 

formula proposed in accordance with the weight 

was elevated in most groups, when compared to 

HR obtained by electrocardiogram. 
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Table 1. Clinical parameters (mean±standard deviation) obtained from 1000 electrocardiographic tracings 

from the analyzed dogs 
Parameter Mean±SD Min. Max. 

Age in years 8.53±3.78 0.00 18.00 

Weight (kg) 17.07±13.94 1.70 85.00 

Weight (g) 16.96±13.95 5.50 85.00 

BSA (m2) 0.64±0.35 0.003 2.02 

HR (bpm) 126.94±33.20 51.00 160.00 

HR=241xBW-0.25 131.67±28.20 19.961 211.06 

P (ms) 0.10±1.67 0.02 0.05 

P (mV) 0.23±0.09 0.05 0.90 

PR (ms) 0.20±3.57 0.01 113.00 

QRS (ms) 0.13±2.30 0.02 0.07 

R (mV) 1.11±0.50 0.03 3.33 

QT (ms) 0.18±0.03 0.01 0.93 

T (mV) 0.25±0.15 0.03 1.24 

RR (ms) 517.69±147.78 247.00 1183.0 

Axis (°) 66.43±25.81 -181.00 180.00 

 

Within each weight group, no correlation was 

observed between either HR and BW or HR and 

BSA. When the correlation test was applied to 

the joint analysis of BW (pooling all groups), 

negative correlations were found between BW 

and HR (r= -0.1433, P< 0.0001) and between HR 

and BSA (r= -0.1299, P< 0.0001), but those 

correlations were weak. As shown in Table 2, 

electrocardiographic HR differed between 

groups, with the smaller dogs showing higher 

HR. The amplitude of the P wave differed (P= 

0.01) between the dogs, and the animals 

weighing less than 5kg exhibited highest 

amplitude. 

 

Table 2. Electrocardiographic parameters (mean±standard deviation) obtained from electrocardiographic 

tracings in 1000 dogs according to the BW group 

Weight/ 

Parameter 
 < 5kg 5-10kg 10-25kg 25-45kg > 45kg 

HR (bpm) 136.26±35.93a 130.76±30.70a 122.03±4.91b  122.54±30.84b 125.04±28.83ab 

P (mV) 0.27±0.09a  0.25±0.08bc    0.22±0.10d   0.20±0.08d 0.21±0.08bd 

P (ms) 0.04±0.02a  0.04±0.01ac   0.04±0.01bc      0.05±0.04bc    0.06±0.07bc 

PR (ms) 0.08±0.07a  0.08±0.01b 0.09±0.09cd 0.10±0.03de 0.10±0.02e   

QRS (ms) 0.05±0.06a 0.05±0.01b 0.05±0.05cd 0.06±0.06d 0.06±0.06ed 

QT (ms) 0.16±0.03a 0.17±0.03a 0.18±0.02b 0.19±0.05b 0.19±0.02b 

R (mV) 1.07±0.48 1.15±0.53 1.11±0.49 1.10±0.48 1.14±0.42 

T (mV) 0.26±0.17 0.17±0.03 0.25±0.14 0.22±0.12  0.26±0.17 

RR (ms) 489.23±146.62a 493.06±127.22a 547.70±153.41bc       529.55±160.09ac 518.80±141.70ac 

Axis (°) 63.24±27.88ab       62.10±27.88ad 68.89±24.53cb 69.150±19.70c 74.87±13.54c 

Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s post-test; mV: millivolts; ms: milliseconds; bmp: beats per minute. Different 

superscript lowercase letters in the same row indicate a significant difference between BW groups (P< 0.05). 

 

For P-wave duration, the group weighing < 5kg 

differed from the other groups, and the animals 

with weights above 25kg exhibited longer 

durations. For PR interval, there were differences 

(P= 0.02) between the < 5kg group and the other 

groups and between the group of dogs weighing 

5-10kg and the other groups. The smaller dogs 

had shorter PR intervals. The PR interval varied 

according to HR. There were differences in the 

duration of the QRS complex (P= 0.02) between 

the group of dogs weighing less than 5kg and the 

other groups and between the group of dogs 

weighing 5-10kg and the other groups. Dogs 

with weights above 25kg had higher durations of 

the QRS complex. Regarding the QT interval 

duration, the group weighing < 5kg and the 5-

10kg group differed (P= 0.01) from the other 

groups, with the former two groups exhibiting 

shorter QT intervals. The QT interval varied 

according to HR. For the duration of the RR 

interval, the group of dogs weighing 10-25kg 

differed (P= 0.03) from the less than 5kg and 5-

10kg groups but not the other groups, which did 

not differ from one another. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, large animals had lower HR, as 

obtained through ECG, than did small animals, 

which presented higher HR. We observed that 

HR was inversely proportional to weight in dogs, 

but the correlation between those variables are 

weak, demonstrating that weight is not a relevant 

factor for determining HR. In a previous study 

evaluating the effect of weight on heart rate 

variability (HRV), the authors concluded that 

weight influences the parasympathetic 

modulation (Magalhães et al., 2015). Thus the 

activity of the autonomic nervous system should 

be considered for evaluation of the HR in dogs in 

a greater magnitude than the weight. The use of 

swine in human cardiovascular research has 

progressively increased because of similarities in 

their heart sizes. In swine, the HR varies 

according to the BW and there is an inversely 

proportional relationship between these variables 

in this species (Paslawska et al., 2014). 

 

Dogs weighing less than 5kg had higher P-wave 

amplitudes than the other groups. This finding 

might reflect the use of computerized 

electrocardiography in the present study. In a 

previous study, 49 dogs were divided into three 

weight groups to evaluate and compare 

electrocardiographic recordings obtained by 

conventional and computerized methods, and the 

authors obtained higher P-wave amplitudes by 

using the computerized method (Gava et al., 

2000; Cardoso et al., 2013). We speculate that 

the P-wave values obtained in this study reflect 

the use of the computerized technique. The group 

of dogs weighing less than 5kg and 5-10kg 

differed from the other groups in P-wave 

duration, with shorter P-wave durations. The 

variability of the P-wave may be associated with 

body measurements because larger animals have 

higher values (Cardoso et al., 2013) and 

increased atrial mass, which are reflected in 

changes in the P-wave. As the left atrium is 

generally triggered late in the course of the P-

wave, the increased electric strength due to the 

increased atrial mass lengthens the duration of 

this wave (Choudhury et al., 2015). 

 

The duration of the PR interval and QRS 

complex was lower in small dogs. These findings 

corroborate the findings of Pellegrino et al. 

(2010), who found a progressive increase in the 

duration of the QRS complex and a progressive 

increase in the PR interval in dogs with 

increasing BW. Thus, small dogs have higher 

HR values and, consequently, shorter PR 

intervals. According to Noujaim et al. (2004), the 

PR interval, in all species, has a greater 

sensitivity in relation to heart mass than to 

cardiac length. The group of dogs weighing less 

than 5kg and 5-10kg exhibited shorter QT 

intervals than the dogs of the higher weight 

groups. In a previous study, higher QT interval 

values were observed in dogs with higher 

weights, a pattern attributed to body physiology. 

Heart rate (and hence QT interval) varies with 

BW (Oliveira et al., 2014). 

 

In the present study, the group of dogs weighing 

10-25kg exhibited a longer RR interval than the 

dogs of the other weight groups. The RR interval 

varies with the regulation of blood pressure, 

thermoregulation, respiration, action of the renin-

angiotensin-aldosterone system and circadian 

rhythm (Doxey and Boswood, 2004; Lopes et al., 

2013). The intrinsic rate of cardiac 

depolarization is modulated by the sympathetic 

and parasympathetic nervous systems (Erickson 

and Detweiler, 2004). The greater the 

parasympathetic effects, the stronger the 

fluctuations (Olsen et al., 1999). Thus, the 

differences in RR interval among the weight 

groups may be due to differences in the above-

mentioned factors and as the RR interval reflects 

the HRV, we observe that in this group the 

parasympathetic dominance was greater.  

 

In this study, we found that the 

electrocardiographic variables had an allometric 

relationship with BW, except for RR. The RR 

interval is important to analyze the activity of the 

autonomic nervous system and its effect on HRV 

that can be analyzed by the Holter exam. A 

correlation between HR and BW was found, with 

these two variables presenting an inversely 

proportional relationship, but this relationship is 

weak. In addition, these relationships did not 

occur in all BW groups, demonstrating that the 

intra-specificity allometric relation between HR 

and BW in dogs is not reliable. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The results of the study suggest that weight 

exerts a little influence on HR. The activity of 

the autonomic nervous system, gender, 

temperament, metabolic rate and other variables 
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can influence HR behavior in a greater 

magnitude than BW. The HR values obtained by 

formula HR= 241 X BW
-0.25

 are only estimates 

and yield higher HR values relative to other 

methods (e.g., ECG), and this formula should not 

replace conventional methods of measuring HR. 

There is no allometric relationship between HR 

and BW in dogs. This relationship may occur 

inter-species but in dogs it does not occur intra-

species. In young animals (less than one year 

old), HR and BSA do not correlate with the 

weight. The HR expected obtained by 

logarithmic equation proposed by the "universal 

law for allometric scaling" differs from that 

obtained during electrocardiographic tracings. 

The allometric method provides only an estimate 

of the HR in dogs, indicating that the formula 

described in the methodology does not replace 

the HR measurement in clinical trials. 
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